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interaction is key

income inequality channel
+

capital inequality channel
=

LARGE effect of demand shock on aggregate consumption
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contributions of this paper

I Elicit novel theoretical channel

I Develop tractable framework to study its mechanics (‘THANK’ model)

I Examine related features of the economic environment

I Fiscal redistribution

I Idiosyncratic risk

I Wage rigidity
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my suggestions

1. Clarify and illustrate where channel is already implicitly at work

2. Open up the channel in more detail using an explorative calibration

3. Revisit investment-specific shocks and business cycle comovement
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Suggestion 1



the essence of capital

I What is “capital” in the proposed channel?

I “Very general amplification mechanism likely to operate in any heterogeneous
agent model with [...] any asset in positive net supply”

I Any savings of low MPC agents that end up in the hands of high MPC agents

CH
t = Wt/Pt︸ ︷︷ ︸

they can end up here

NH
t + TH

t︸︷︷︸
or also here
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implicit capital inequality channels

I Previous research: indirect GE effects hugely important, outweigh direct
intertemporal substitution channels

I See e.g. Kaplan, Moll, and Violante (2018) or Cloyne, Ferreira, and Surico (2019)

I To what extent is this driven by the interaction between capital and income
inequality highlighted here?

I The paper makes some shy remarks in this direction, but I think it would benefit
from illustrating this more explicitly
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can i find your channel in these numbers?

Source: Kaplan, Moll, and Violante (2018)
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building a ‘case study’

I My understanding is that it is not easy to isolate the channels in a full-blown
HANK framework

I After all, that is a contribution of the paper to begin with

I But perhaps the framework can be extended to contain familiar model elements
from the literature and these can be dissected in light of the new insights

I The beauty of the paper will remain its generality, but it could be illustrated with
some familiar specifics
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Suggestion 2



opening up the channel

I Can the mechanism be explored (disciplined) with some data?

I In my view, a quantitative version of the model in this context should put
numbers on the different forms of the channel itself

I Asset types, real wage vs. redistribution effects, . . .

I We do have information on:

1. Where HH across the income distribution put their savings

2. How those savings come back into the economy and HH income
(although this is a bit more difficult)

I I understand the contribution is theoretical, but matching some broad empirical
patterns of asset allocation could highlight the applicability of the insights
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where do the savings go?

I Recent work on where savings across HH income distribution end up

I Mian, Straub, and Sufi (2020): high income HHs save in low income HHs’ debt

I Melcangi and Sterk (2020): stock market participation across income distribution
I Doerr, Drechsel, and Lee (2020):

I high income HHs invest directly into large firms
I low income HHs hold deposits, which are intermediated to small firms
I Income inequality affects which firms create jobs

I Some empirical insights could be borrowed from this line of work

I “Explorative calibration” possible?

I Classify asset types depending on whether investment likely ends up in W/P or T

I Match shares held in these assets across high MPC and low MPC households
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Suggestion 3



investment-specific shocks and comovement

I Investment shocks key driver of output fluctuations in quantitative RANK models

I See e.g. Justiniano, Primiceri, and Tambalotti (2010)

I Comovement challenge:

I In simplest RBC: i ↑ and c ↓
I With additional rigidities: i ↑ and c ↑
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investment-specific shocks and comovement revisited?

I I suspect that the capital inequality channel may be able generate i ↑ and c ↑ in
response to investment-specific shock without additional rigidities

I Low MPC HHs make use of more efficient investment

I Generates aggregate i ↑

I High MPC HHs get some of the proceeds and increase consumption

I Generates aggregate c ↑
I Can be true even if low MPC households’ c ↓

I This could be an interesting extension or even a starting point for a spin-off paper
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wrapping up



in a nutshell

I Fascinating paper and extremely clear exposition

I My suggestions boil down to “breathing more life” into the channel

I How exactly do we find it operating in existing work?

I Can we discipline it with some broad empirical patterns?

I Does it shed new light on old comovement problems?
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